
OAK CLIFF GATEWAY STEERING COMMITTEE
November 21,,20I'J.

Members present:

Christian Chernock
Don Maison
Jon Roy Reid

Guests present:

Larry Good, GFF, Plan Consultant
Bob Stimpson, Oak Cliff Chamber
Ríchard Davis, City Plan Commissioner, District L

The meeting was called to order by Christian at approximately 4:08 PM. The committee took into
consideration the comments of the Oak Cliff Chamber made to the committee prior to the second town
hall meeting by letter dated October 24,20II.

Com ments rega rding Pa rking Req uirement lssues.

1) ln the same way as was done in the Bíshop Davis case, utilize leases, as opposed to deed
restrictions, for purposes of allowing and documenting remote parking.

o Agreed.

2) The definition of "Legacy Buildings" should be expanded to provide incentives to preserve our
older building stock that is not located on the major thoroughfares.

o Agreed.

3) Additionally, the definition of "Legacy Building" should be expanded to promote, where deemed
appropriate by zoning, the conversion of former residential structures into commercial
structures. (offices, retail)

o Agreed.

4) The benefit for being deemed a "Legacy Building" should be the equivalent of that used in
Bishop Davis, allowing those buildings to be office or retail by right. This is especially important
to those buildings that were built during the streetcar days of Oak Cliff.

o No.

5) The rules governing the amount of needed parking for those structures with outdoor dining
seem ambiguous. ln one section, uncovered outdoor dining up to 50% of the in-door dining
area isexempt. ln another, the area thatexceeds25% of the indoorfloorarea must be parked.

So as to avoid confusion, we recommend that the clauses used in the Bishop Davis area for
outdoor dining be adopted also for the Gateway.

o Will clarify and use the definition on Page L9.
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6) ln order to protect residential areas and other businesses from excessive spillover parking from
a business, provide for an administrative process that will allow businesses to exceed the cap of
L25% of the required parking.

This proposal is unique to Oak Cliff and is responsive to neighborhood concerns. Larry will write
into the proposal an administrative remedy.

7) Add a provision that specifically addresses uses such as college classes and/or vocational
schools. Add a provis¡on that allows an administrative decis¡on to address future parking needs
of educational facilities. The "l- per 4 seats in any other classroom" does not seem to have the
flexibility needed to address the changing environment of this industry.

Larry will make sure that the proposed ordinance language is consistent with Section 5l-4.

The committee briefed Richard Davis on the status of the Oak Cliff Gateway process and invited his
comments and suggestions.

Comments regarding View Corridors and Zoning Areas.

8) The original reason to have a reduced density zoning (WMU-8) in the section of the Gateway
that is north of Greenbriar and east of Beckley was to address the concerns of the few houses in
East Kessler wanting to be assured that they will have some sight lines to downtown. With the
building orientation provisions in the proposed ordinance that protect this "viewshed", the
reduced zoning is no longer warranted and should be changed to match all other properties
(WMU-20) north of Greenbriar and east of Beckley.

No.

9) The small section of land that is surrounded by Founders Park adjacent to Marsalis was not
noted in the conceptual plan adopted by the Council. By its location separate from existing
síngle family neighborhoods and in the area north of Colorado, it is better suited to a WMU-20
classification than the WUR noted on your handout maps.

No.

Comments regarding Administrative Powers.

L0) ln general, we believe that it would be much more efficient and user-friendly for the building
official to be empowered to make the decisions that the ordinance currently gives to the Board

of Adjustment. The Board of Adjustment should be used as an appeal process should the
applicant or another stakeholder, such as an impacted neighborhood association, take issue
with the decision made by staff.

It was agreed increase f rom 5% to 10% the authority of the building official.

Comments regarding Historic District Signage.

11-) The ordinance should empower the city staff to issue a Certificate of Appropriateness for signs
to be affixed to structures in a historic district without the applicant having to go to the
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Landmark Commission. The ordinance should describe the type and size of signage that the staff
may approve. Should the applicant desire something other than the type described in the
ordinance, or should they disagree with the staff decision, they can appeal directly to the
Landmark Commission.

o Done.

Comments regarding Thoroughfare Plan Changes.

12) lt is unclear from the documentation as to which sections of the City's thoroughfare plan will be
changed. We urge the steering committee to be clearer in its intent on this issue.

¡ Will research and clarify.

13) As Methodist Hospital is the area's largest employer and the nature of its business requires it to
maintain excellent access for motorized vehicles, we need to ensure that the existing road
capacity adjacent to and connecting that facility is maintained. We agree with the position that
neither Colorado from Bishop To Zang, nor Beckley from Colorado to l-30 should be downsized
on the city's thoroughfare plan. For both of these major corridors, as the focal points of ingress
and egress for vehicles, consideration should be given to either locating dedicated bicycle lanes
on adjacent streets or utilizing shared lanes for bicycles and vehicles as a way to maintain the
vehicular capacity that both these streets have today.

o These issues are being taken under advisement and ongoing discussion.

14) Conversely, the thoroughfare plan for the stretch of Beckley from Colorado to Zang is not
reflective of either the current roadway width or any plans that the city has for this area. ln this
section, the thoroughfare plan should be modified to reflect the roadway in place today.

o Will research and clarify.

Comments regarding Transitional Uses.

15) While the proposed ordinance recognizes the need to accommodate existing businesses made
non-conforming by the passage of this ordinance, it does not adequately provide for their long-
term viability. For instance, companies like Lone Star Donuts and Oak Farms, as manufacturers,
are unlikely to add second stories to their facilities to keep up with new demand and
technology. Therefore, we should include a provision that allows them to expand on their
existing property, without limitation, providing such expansion is otherwise in compliance with
this ordinance.

r The committee will not recommend expansion without limitation but will increase it to
20%.

Comments regarding Allowed or Mandated Uses.

16) The chart depicting Main Uses Permitted should be modified to allow restaurants in both the
WUR and the WUR-EK areas. Additionally, the WUR-EK area should also allow Dry Cleaning or
laundry store, general merchandise of food store 3,500 SF or less, and Personal Service Uses.
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Yes. Adding uses, but not to WUR-EK areas.

17) The proposed ordinance requires Street Activating Uses for both WMU-3 and WMU-20. While
we agree that new structures should be built to accommodate these type uses and, therefore,
we do not take issue with the clause that mandates minimum ground-story heights, mandating
particular uses in that space is counter-productive until there is sufficient residential density in
place to make those uses financially successful.

o True but required only fronting Colorado, Beckley, Jefferson and 8th Streets.

18) Consideration should be given to allow off street parking as a main use in WMU-20 and WMU-8.
Should this area achieve a level of success, such as a Bishop Arts District, that attracts more
drivers than parking, the market should be allowed to react by creating financially viable parking
a reas.

The biggest concern is the creation of free-standing surface parking, which are not
permitted.

L9) Remote parking on properties in the WMU-EK should be permitted as an accessory use.

Whether the occupants of vehicles parked on these properties are frequenting the buildings on
those properties or those of the businesses next door, should not be a concern or an imposition
to the nearby properties.

Remote parking can be 1,000 feet walking distance; does not need to be adjacent.

Comments regarding Form Standards.

20) The form standards table indicates a minimum 3O-foot setback requirement in WMU-3 areas.
We believe that this district, like the other mixed-use areas in the plan, would be better served
with the 1O-foot setback from a Primary Street, thus allowing additional parking for that
property.

Will make the setback requirement 10 feet for both.

21) As we stated in our previous letter, we believe that some areas in the Gateway, because of their
location and separation from the rest of the district are better suited to a development pattern
that emphasizes vehicular, ratherthan pedestrian access. The Burnett Field is one such area. lt
is adjacent to an interstate freeway and is isolated from the rest of the district by Oak Farms
Dairy and the Jefferson Bridge connection. Consequently, it needs to be allowed greater
latitude with form standards in order to attract viable users. ln that vein, we again ask that this
area be allowed to keep its existing PD in place.

Will research.

221 The ground floor transparency requirements ¡n the form standards table, especially those
mandated when a building faces a primary street, are not conducive to residential uses. We
believe that these requirements should only be applied when a non-residential use is in place.

Will research and likely reduce the percentage.
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23) While the Main Uses Permitted in the Gateway includes General merchandise or food store
greater than 1"00,000 SF with a Special Use Permit, the mandated form standards, particularly
the setback requirements, preclude this as a real probability. The SUP process should also allow
for modifications to the forms standards to accommodate the allowed uses.

r No.

24) Please confirm that all street configurations that are being proposed can/will be accommodated
within the right-of-way that the City of Dallas currently owns. ln other words, the re-platting of
any property should not trigger a taking of land for street or sidewalk ROW.

r Confirmed.

Comments regarding Other lssues.

25) We need to encourage sidewalk cafes and awnings in the district. ln order to preserve existing
structures, there will also be a need for locating some trash and recycling containers on public
property. ln order to do so, we will need to make provisions that allow businesses and property
owners to utilize some public space without the additional challenges and costs included in the
current City ordinances. (surveys, annual licensing fees, etc.)

o We will request a waiver and willweave into building elements.

The meeting adjourned at 6:20 PM.

The next Gateway meeting will be November 30, 4:00-5:30 pm at the OC Chamber meeting room for the
purpose of meeting with Steve Mansfield and the Methodist team to discuss the draft thoroughfare and
zoning recommendations.

Respectfully submitted,

?)"tl^¿"'è¡^,-...
Don Maison
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